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 When the PERM regulation was issued in 2004, there was concern about the 
replacement of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (“DOT”) with the new O*Net as a 
means of classifying occupations.  It was, after all, a complete restructuring of several, if 
not most, occupations of importance to immigration practitioners.  In the initial 
implementation of PERM, it appeared the O*Net would not have as significant an impact 
as feared.  However, the honeymoon is clearly over and today practitioners continually 
battle the U.S. Department of Labor (“DOL”) on SVP audits.  These audits require 
practitioners to prove what were normal requirements for the position under the DOT are 
still normal despite the O*Net Job Zones which now consider them excessive.  Other 
articles will detail the history behind this transition and the ways to respond to audits on 
this point.  In this article, we will delve into several of the key occupations where 
discrepancies exist between the DOT and O*Net to provide the practitioner with a 
reference point for filings and offer some practical, occupation-specific solutions to this 
growing dilemma.   
 
 Since the implementation of PERM, there are eleven occupations for which DOL 
has adjudicated the most cases.12  A survey of several of these popular positions brings 
into focus the discrepancies13 and a few consistencies between the DOT and O*Net and 
the DOL’s current interpretation of the various Job Zones.14    
                                                 
12 Attracting Global Talent to Support Regional U.S. Economies, Office of Foreign Labor Certification, 
Employment & Training Administration, USDOL, February 2008 and Foreign Labor Certification:  
International Talent Helping Meet Employer Demand, Performance Report March 28, 2005 – September 
30, 2006, Office of Foreign Labor Certification, Employment & Training Administration, USDOL, August 
2007. 
13 In a detailed review of the O*Net, few positions were found where the job requirements were actually 
increased as a result of the shift from the DOT SVP to the current interpretation of the O*Net Job Zones.  
For example, Child, Family and School Social Worker (21-1021), which is a Job Zone 5 position, 
crosswalks to several DOT positions (Caseworker 195.107-010; Caseworker, Child Welfare 195.107-014; 
Caseworker, Family 195.107-018; Social Worker, Medical 195.107-030; and Social Worker, School 
195.107-038) that were actually classified as SVP 7.  
14Several other positions experience similar SVP concerns.  However, the occupations chosen for analysis 
in this article reflect the most commonly filed occupations according to DOL.  Other occupations in 
industries of interest include: Chemical Plant & System Operators (51-8091) in Job Zone 2 which 
crosswalks to Chief Operator (558.260-010) with an SVP of 7; Dental Laboratory Technician (51-9081) in 
Job Zone 2 which crosswalks to several SVP 7 positions under the DOT (Dental-Laboratory Technician 
712-381-018; Orthodontic Band Maker 712.381-026; and Dental Ceramist 712.381-042); Civil Drafters 
(17-3011.02) in Job Zone 3 which crosswalks to several SVP 7 positions in the DOT (Drafter, Civil 
005.081-010; Drafter, Directional Survey 010.281.010; Drafter, Geophysical 010.281-018); Aviation 
Inspectors (53-6051.01) in Job Zone 3 that crosswalks to Inspector, Air Carrier 9168.264-010 with an SVP 
of 7 and Supervising Airplane Pilot (196.163-014) with an SVP of 8; Architectural Drafters (17-3011.01) in 
Job Zone 3 that crosswalks to several SVP 7 positions including Drafter, Architectural (001.261-010); 
Construction Managers (11-9021) in Job Zone 3 that crosswalks to Contractor (182.167-010) with an SVP 
of 7 and Landscape Contractor (182.167-014) with an SVP of 8; Radiologic Technologists (29-2034) in Job 
Zone 3 that crosswalks to Radiologic Technologist (078.362-026) with an SVP of 7; Chemists (19-2031) in 
Job Zone 4 which crosswalks to the SVP 8 position of Chemist (022.081-010); Microbiologist (19-1022) in 
Job Zone 4 which crosswalks to the SVP 8 position of Microbiologist (041.061-058). 
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 First, however, we must briefly explain the DOL’s apparent current interpretation 
of Job Zones.15  Job Zones have SVP definitions with a little symbol some of you may 
recall from elementary mathematics, the “<”, which means “less than,” i.e., 6 < 7.  In the 
O*Net, Job Zones fall as follows: 
 
Job Zone 1 = SVP below 4.0 
Job Zone 2 = SVP 4.0 < 6.0 
Job Zone 3 = SVP 6.0 < 7.0 
Job Zone 4 = SVP 7.0 < 8.0 
Job Zone 5 = SVP 8.0 and higher 
 
 DOL’s recent abundant issuance of audits in the area clearly indicates a desire to 
view SVP 7.0 < 8.0 to mean that a position can require up to and including an SVP of 7.0 
but not exceeding an SVP of 8.0.16  Translated, the practitioner cannot file a PERM case 
for a position with a Job Zone 4 in the O*Net requiring more than four total years of 
education, training and/or experience without exceeding the Job Zone.  This often results 
in an SVP/Job Zone audit.  From the most popular PERM positions, practitioners have 
seen a clear pattern of audits if the combined education, training and experience for a 
position exceed the top end of the SVP range listed for a Job Zone. 
 
Survey of Popular PERM Classifications: 
 
Software Engineers  
O*Net = 15-1031.00 Computer Software Engineers, Applications; and 15-1032.00 
Computer Software Engineers, Systems Software 
 
DOT = 030.062-010 Software Engineer 
 
 Software Engineers have encompassed the largest number of filings under PERM 
since its implementation in March 2005.  The DOT and O*Net discrepancies in this 
occupation are a classic example of the issues facing practitioners filing PERM cases 
today.   
 
 Under the DOT, Software Engineers were afforded SVP 8 status, providing for a 
total of four to ten years of education, training and/or experience.  It was clear under the 
DOT that all Software Engineering positions were professional positions requiring a 
diverse amount of education and experience depending on the position level and 
complexity. 
 

                                                 
15 DOL Stakeholder Liaison Meeting, January 9, 2008, AILA Doc. No. 08011660.  Note that this meeting 
report stresses that AILA is in continued discussions with DOL to provide final guidance on this point. 
16 “While these discussions are ongoing, it is important for members to know that it appears DOL considers 
Job Zone 4 to be equivalent to SVP 7, so that any requirements higher than a Master’s degree and no 
experience, or a Bachelor’s degree and two years of experience, should be justified by business necessity 
documentation.” Id. at 3. 
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 The O*Net classifies both Applications Software Engineers and Systems 
Software Engineers as Job Zone 4, with the current interpretation of an SVP of 7, allows 
for a maximum of four years of education, training and/or experience.  Despite the fact 
that technology continues to advance rapidly and employers in the industry must remain 
at the bleeding edge of this technology to maintain their market share, the O*Net and 
DOL’s current interpretation of Job Zone 4 means that the required education and 
experience for these highly skilled, advanced technology positions has actually been 
lowered.  This is not a typo.  The normal requirements for the position most offered in 
PERM filings since March 2005 have been reduced by DOL’s interpretation of Job Zone 
4 as equivalent to an SVP 7.   
 
 Unfortunately, this phenomenon is not new in today’s PERM world view as 
several of the other popular PERM positions attest.    In fact, most of the engineering 
positions listed in the O*Net are now being interpreted by DOL at the lower SVP of 7 
rather than the SVP 8 designation given under the DOT.   
 
Electronics Engineers 
O*Net = 17-2072 Electronics Engineers, Except Computer 
 
 DOT = 003.061-030 Electronics Engineer; 003.061-034 Electronics-Design 
Engineer; 003.061-038 Electronics-Research Engineer; 003.061-042 Electronics-Test 
Engineer; 003.061-050 Planning Engineer, Central Office Facilities; 003.167-010 
Cable Engineer, Outside Plant; 003.167-058 Supervisor, Microwave; 003.167-066 
Transmission-and-Protection Engineer; 003.187-010 Central-Office Equipment 
Engineer; 003.187-014 Commercial Engineer; and  003.187-018 Customer-Equipment 
Engineer 
 
 Electronics Engineers, those that design, develop and create the gadgets we all do 
not know how we lived without a few years ago, have also seen a reduction in SVP.  The 
DOT listed all of the positions above with the exception of Commercial Engineer 
(003.187-014) with an SVP of 8.  Yet, the O*Net lumps all of these positions under the 
Electronics Engineer (17-2072) with a Job Zone of 4. 
 
Electrical Engineers 
O*Net = 17-2071 Electrical Engineers 
 
 DOT = 003.061-010 Electrical Engineer; 003.061-014 Electrical Test Engineer; 
003.061-018 Electrical-Design Engineer; 003.061-022 Electrical-Prospecting 
Engineer; 003.061-026 Electrical-Research Engineer; 003.061-046 Illuminating 
Engineer; 003.167-014 Distribution-Field Engineer; 003.167-018 Electrical Engineer, 
Power System; 003.167-022 Electrolysis-and-Corrosion-Control Engineer; 003.167-
038 Induction-Coordination Power Engineer; 003.167-046 Power-Distribution 
Engineer; 003.167-050 Power-Transmission Engineer; and 003.167-054 Protection 
Engineer 
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 Electrical Engineers have seen the same fate.  All of the DOT positions listed 
above, previously classified as SVP 8 in the DOT,  are now combined into the general 
category of  Electrical Engineers with a Job Zone of 4 in the O*Net. 
 
Mechanical Engineers 
O*Net = 17-2141 Mechanical Engineers 
 
 DOT = 007.061-010 Automotive Engineer; 007.061-014 Mechanical Engineer; 
007.061-018 Mechanical-Design Engineer, Facilities; 007.061-022 Mechanical-Design 
Engineer, Products; 007.061-026 Tool Designer; 007.061-030 Tool-Designer, 
Apprentice; 007.061-034 Utilization Engineer; 007.061-038 Applications Engineer, 
Manufacturing; 007.061-042 Stress Analyst; 007.161-022 Mechanical Research 
Engineer; 007.161-034 Test Engineer, Mechanical Equipment; and 007.161-038 
Solar-Energy-Systems Designer 
 
 Mechanical Engineers likewise have been reduced from an SVP of 8 for the 
positions listed above to a Job Zone 4 in the O*Net.17

 
 Engineering positions, however, are not alone in seeing the demise of their 
pristine SVP 8 under the new DOL interpretation of Job Zone 7.  Other popular PERM 
professional and skilled worker positions are also impacted by SVP downgrades. 
 
Financial Analysts 
O*Net = 13-2051 Financial Analysts 
 
DOT = 160.267-026 Investment Analyst 
 
 The old DOT Investment Analyst (160.267-026) position has been reclassified 
under the O*Net as a Financial Analyst and, as a result, the SVP has dropped from an 
SVP of 8 in the DOT to Job Zone 4 and thus, realistically at this time, an SVP of 7. 
 
Restaurant Cooks  
O*Net = 35-2104 Cooks, Restaurant 
 
 DOT = 313.281-010 Chef De Froid; 313.361-014 Cook; 313.361-018 Cook 
Apprentice; 313.361-030 Cook, Specialty, Foreign Food; 313.361-034 Garde Manager; 
313.381-022 Cook, Barbecue; 313.381-034 Ice-Cream Chef; 315.361-022 Cook, 
Station; 315.381-022 Cook, Larder; and 315.381-018 Cook, Railroad 
 
 Restaurant Cooks are now considered Job Zone 2, which lists the SVP as 4.0 < 
6.0.  Requiring two years of experience for a cook position to qualify for the EB3 Skilled 
Worker classification will now most likely be subjected to SVP audit.  The relegation of 

                                                 
17 The lone anomaly in the list is Solar-Energy-Systems Designer (007.161-038) which has an SVP of 5 in 
the old DOT. 
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the old Foreign Specialty Cook position from the DOT from a SVP 7 to, at most, an SVP 
5 is a major frustration for practitioners in this area. 
 
 There are, fortunately, a few areas in which practitioners can revel in 
consistencies between the DOT and O*Net.   
 
Computer Systems Analysts 
O*Net = 15-1051 Computer Systems Analysts 
 
 DOT = 030.162-014 Programmer-Analyst; 030.162-022 Systems Programmer; 
030.167-014 Systems Analyst; and 109.067-010 Information Scientist 
 
 The O*Net does remain consistent with a few SVPs from the DOT in the 
technology field and chief among them is the Computer Systems Analyst occupation.  
Both the O*Net and DOT classify this occupation and its DOT cousins with an SVP of 7. 
 
Computer & Information Systems Managers 
O*Net = 11-3021 Computer & Information Systems Managers 
 
 DOT = 169.167-030 Manager, Data Processing; and 169.167-082 Manager, 
Computer Operations 
 
 Computer & Information Systems Managers continue to fall under the same SVP 
8 classification as their cross-walked positions held under the DOT.  
 
Alternatives to Standard Classifications: 
 
 So is the O*Net simply a “dumbing down” of all minimum requirements for all 
positions?  Must practitioners tell clients that their Master’s degree with experience 
requirement is always excessive when the requirements would have been “normal” just a 
few years ago?  There are, fortunately, a few areas in which practitioners can find 
creative ways to avoid those excessive requirements audits.  
 
 As one of the few truly SVP 8 technology positions in the O*Net, the Computer 
& Information Systems Manager position is a tremendous advantage to the PERM 
practitioner, as this position can help qualify software engineer and computer systems 
analyst positions, otherwise relegated to Job Zone 4 and thus an SVP 7, for the EB2 
preference category.  However, the position must entail sufficient managerial duties to 
relate to the Computer & Information Systems Manager occupation in the O*Net and, 
further, the employer must be prepared for the potential of a high prevailing wage 
determination when using these higher Job Zone occupations. 
 
 Similarly, the Engineering Manager (11-9041) position offers hope for an EB2 
classification without the fear of an SVP audit.  The Engineering Manager position can 
encompass Electronics, Electrical and Mechanical Engineers where it can be shown the 
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position entails some managerial duties and the employee otherwise meets the wage 
requirements for this position. 
 
 There are several positions in the financial industry that can alleviate the O*Net 
SVP audit problem for Financial Analysts.  Positions such as Financial Manager (11-
3031), Actuary (15-2011), Statisticians (15-2041), and Economists (19-3011) are all Job 
Zone 5 positions into which an employee classified by the employer as a Financial 
Analyst could fall. 
 
 Similarly, the Restaurant Cook can be classified as a Chef and Head Cook (35-
1011) in some instances propelling the Job Zone from 2 to 3 and thus alleviating the 
potential SVP audit when needing to obtain the EB3 Skilled Worker classification. 
 
 To utilize alternative occupations in lieu of the traditional classifications detailed 
above, the practitioner must ensure the position is properly classified first by the SWA 
issuing the prevailing wage determination and then later by DOL upon certification. To 
do so, it is important for the position to be described in a way that relates directly to the 
specific O*Net occupation sought and, where possible, offer the suggested SOC code to 
guide the SWA towards the occupation sought when making the prevailing wage 
request.  It is often helpful, when possible, to speak directly with wage analysts at the 
SWA to explain why you have recommended a particular SOC code for your wage 
determination. 
 
 Practitioners can research ahead of filing to find related positions with higher job 
zones for their particular case as the O*Net generally provides related occupations in the 
occupation summary. From this starting point, additional related occupations can be 
found through keyword searches in the O*Net.  Thus, the O*Net can be a valuable 
research tool when seeking a way to avoid the dreaded SVP audit that is now part of the 
immigration practitioner’s daily existence.   
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